
Embedded Vision Alliance Announces Call for Papers  
for 2019 Embedded Vision Summit 

 

WALNUT CREEK, Calif. – October 30, 2018 – The Embedded Vision Alliance® today announced its call for 

papers has opened for the 2019 Embedded Vision Summit™, which will take place May 20-23, 2019, in 

Santa Clara, Calif.     

 

The Embedded Vision Summit is the only event focused exclusively on deployable computer vision, 

attracting a global audience of more than 1,000 attendees from companies developing vision-enabled 

products at the edge and in the cloud. The event features industry innovators, top technologists and 

engineers who are designing “machines that see” for a wide range of industries including automotive, 

entertainment, healthcare, manufacturing, retail, robotics and security. The Summit’s Technology 

Showcase offers hundreds of vision technology demos from more than 60 companies. 

 

“The Embedded Vision Summit is a one-of-a-kind event focused on enabling people to incorporate 

computer vision into diverse systems, devices and applications in practical ways. Approximately 85 

percent of attendees at the most recent Summit were actively developing vision products—and 97 

percent said they would recommend this event to a colleague,” said Jeff Bier, founder of the Embedded 

Vision Alliance. 

 

The Embedded Vision Summit 2019 will feature four presentation tracks focused on computer vision 

trends, technologies and techniques, at the edge and in the cloud: 

• Technical Insights presentations will focus on practical technical education and include 
techniques, trade-offs and case studies useful to vision product developers. 

• Enabling Technologies presentations will highlight the latest vision-related products from 
Member companies of the Embedded Vision Alliance.     

• Business Insights presentations will provide insights useful to business decision makers, 
including market and technology trends, business models, and case studies illustrating how 
vision technology is delivering value to consumers, businesses and other organizations.    

• Fundamentals presentations will provide introductory technical tutorials on topics of broad 
interest to developers incorporating computer vision into products and systems.   

The deadline to submit presentation proposals is December 1, 2018. Proposals can be submitted online 

via the Embedded Vision Summit website. 

 

https://www.embedded-vision.com/summit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeXRLn5qq1r1vZYLsw1pAUZCaf1qlaq5LleQOAd7Du0JY35Qg/viewform


About The Embedded Vision Alliance® 

The Embedded Vision Alliance is a worldwide industry partnership bringing together technology 

providers and end product companies who are enabling innovative and practical applications for 

computer vision for a range of market segments and applications, including automotive, consumer 

electronics, gaming, imaging, and more.  Membership is open to any company that supplies or uses 

technology for computer vision systems and applications. For more information on the Alliance, 

visit https://www.embedded-vision.com. 
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